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Environmentally friendly Heritage Takeaway range from Dempson
In keeping with Dempson’s tradition of producing high quality environmentally-conscious
packaging, the newly revised and extended Heritage range manufactured using
materials from sustainable sources, some with recycled content, and all of which are
fully recyclable and biodegradable/compostable.
Paul Laskey, Sales and Marketing Director at Dempson Ltd said: “The Heritage range is
perfect for the environmentally conscious sandwich shop, café, delicatessen or coffee
shop offering a takeaway service and wanting an environmentally-friendly, good quality
packaging solution.
“Rolls and baguettes are perfectly presented through the innovative PLA window,
sandwiches and side dishes fit neatly in the flat bags, add a Heritage napkin and
everything sits snugly in the SOS carrier.”

Available from foodservice distributors throughout the UK, the Heritage range comprises
brown Kraft PLA film window bags, brown Kraft flat bags, 1-ply natural brown serviettes,
and brown Kraft SOS paper tape handle carriers.

Dempson, a proven innovator, was the first UK manufacturer to introduce the window
bag and with its PLA film window, the Heritage film window bag, in common with the rest
of the Heritage range, is designed to provide the benefits of sustainability, recycling and

biodegradability. The natural appearance of Brown Kraft emphasises the environmental
credentials of the Heritage range, whilst its sheer simplicity adds a touch of quality and
class to any establishment.

Ends

The newly revised and extended Heritage range

For more information, please contact Dempson Ltd on 01622 727027 or visit:
www.dempson.co.uk
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Company Background
 Dempson Ltd is one of the UK’s leading paper bag manufacturers, serving branded
high street retailers and the food-to-go, catering and food processing sectors.


Founded in 1948, the company has grown to become one of the country’s largest
and most innovative bag manufacturers, with one of the widest product ranges in the
industry.



We produce a vast range of plain and printed paper bags, paper carrier bags,
sheeted paper wrapping products and serviettes.



We manufacture more than 25 million paper bags in our factories each week and
sheet a further 6000 reams (almost 3 million sheets) of papers for the catering and
retail sectors.



We offer custom printing across our full range of products and have recently
upgraded to an eight-colour printing press.



@Dempson_Ltd

About BRC
BRC Global Standards is a leading safety and quality certification programme, used by
over 20,000 certificated suppliers in 90 countries.
BRC certification guarantees the standardisation of quality, safety and operational
criteria and ensures that manufacturers fulfil their legal obligations and provide
protection for the end consumer.

